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 CLIENT 

MR MRS MAITLAND-CAREW 

PROJECT 

PROPOSED CONVERSION OF FORMER RAILWAY CARRIAGE 

TO HOLIDAY LET ACCOMMODATION AT FALDONSIDE, MELROSE 

 

SUPPORTING STATEMENT 

 

 
 
 

1.00  PREFACE 

The application relates to the conversion of a former railway goods carriage which has been located on 

site since the “Beeching’s Cuts” of the late 1960’s + the demise of the original Waverley Route. 

 

The Design Statement forms part of the “Full Planning” application on behalf of our client + should be 

read in conjunction with all current + submitted architectural drawings along with the “Feasibility Study” 

produced by Bright Light Marketing. 

 

Our clients currently run a very successful bespoke luxury holiday let business with 2 properties based at 

Faldonside, each offering a different + importantly private experience. 

 

The carriage has not moved since its purchase after the closure of the Waverley Route, originally used for 

storage + shelter to the farmers has stood vacant for the last few years though is still fully structurally 

sound + retains a number of original fittings + features. 

 

The proposed conversion is aimed to retain the culturally significant carriage + further develop the 

accommodation options provided by my cleints in a low impact high quality way. 
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Fig 1 – site denoted by hatched red circle 

 

2.00  SITE LOCALITY + BACKGROUND APPRAISAL  

 

The farm is still fully functioning with the fields now let on long term grazing lets, with the proposed site 

nestled into the corner of a sheep grazing field, which in turn has no impact on the usability + functioning 

of this area. 

 

The proposed site is already occupied by the carriage + animal control fencing, the area of development 

gently slopes from S/E to N/W with a dry stone wall bounding its S/W edge, the bank then drops off to 

both the South + West with raising ground to the North. 

 

Though on the brow of the slowly sloping hillside, the carriage currently has a low impact partially hidden 

by the existing dry stone walling to the South/West + encircled to the South + East by mature copses of 

trees, in addition it is not visible form any public receptors due to the undulating land below + further 

mature planting. 

 

It is proposed to re-locate the position of the carriage to an even more discreet position behind the wall, 

which will ensure that the additional bedroom + entrance structure has no additional impact on the 

surroundings. 
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Fig 2 – Farm Use Plan 

 

3.00 ACCESS + TOPOGRAPHY 

 

As noted it is proposed to utilise the main farm anterior track to access the site, including upgrading the 

track with a new dressed hardcore track bed maintaining a porous track finish, ensuring a simple low 

impact access route which will be easily maintained. 

 

The new access route into the property is also proposed to be formed in a hardcore finish with control 

gate prior to entry for stock, the drive will be formed as free draining to the adjacent land + providing a 

low impact + natural farm style track + parking area, in addition the covered carport area ensures that 

any parked car will be hidden from view within the overall structure. All will be created to fully comply with 

SUDS. 

 

The surrounding land will be secured by a low impact stock fence, (where no wall is present) to form a 

seamless aesthetic continuation of the grazing land up to the property. 

 

Due to the proposed site there will be no need for any cutting or filling of the land meaning no un-natural 

landforms due to the works. 
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Fig 3 – proposed floor + access plan (note the original location of the carriage + its fenced enclosure dotted in red) 

 

 

4.00 DESIGN 

 

The focus of the overall development is to retain the carriage as the primary structure + the new pod 

structure to be subservient to this, all low impact + simple in design. 

 

 

Fig 4 – proposed visual to rear of property 

 

The carriage structure has been checked + is structurally sound, it is proposed to upgrade the external 

boarding with reclaimed timber, to match the existing + re-finish the roof to match that again of the 

existing, internally this will be insulated + finished to a luxury standard to provide a contemporary rustic 

style. 
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The new build element of the entrance area + bedroom pod will be formed from a single skin highly 

insulated timber structure utilising high performance ecologically sound materials + variable airtightness 

layers to both control the ambient temperature + air quality within the overall building. 

 

It is proposed to locate the full structure on low impact pads which ensures there is little impact to the 

surrounding land + if required could be reversible in the future. All elements of structure will be built off 

minimal concrete pads with a timber ring beam around allowing clear space below all sections of 

building with boarding taken to ground level to all as per the below sketch. 

 

 

Key: 

Green – low level existing carriage axel frame set on concrete pads 

Blue – low level ring beam supporting new structure 

Red – high level edge beams 

Hatched box – denotes pad foundation 

 

Fig 5 – Proposed foundation + support plan 

 

The new build pod sections, creates a contemporary twist which ensures all of the main services + 

sleeping accommodation are out with the carriage space maximising all space, with the entrance area 

formed with glazed walls + feature stand-alone benching, doubling as a boot + drying space + housing 

the main heat source of the freestanding stove allowing views through to the surrounding landscape. 

 

The Bedroom accessed from a pocket sliding door takes the form of a minimalist room with low level bed 

+ birch faced plywood clad walls, the bathroom flows from the Bedroom space via 2 pocket sliding 

doors opening up the bath area, allowing the 2 rooms wot work as one if preferred, maximising the 

volume of the pod. 

 

The design ethos of the internal matches that of the contemporary external with minimalist finishes + 

clean simple lines. 
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The external pallet of materials proposed for the property on the approval of the Planning Department 

reflects the original carriage materials + traditional though contemporary materials of the area.             

Fig 6 – Proposed materials palette 

To create this we have utilised a select natural palette of materials including weathered reclaimed wide 

boarding to match the existing carriage, natural pressure treated larch cladding, stained larch fascia’s, 

pre-coloured corrugated wall/roof sheeting, natural whin walling + dark framed high performance 

windows. 

Each area is designed to flow into the other allowing maximum flexibility + designed in a way to utilise 

natural light throughout the daylight hours reducing any reliance on artificial lighting. 

Externally the covered area is designed to accommodate a parked car as well as secure cycle storage, 

E-Vehicle + E-Cycle points + covered log storage. 

5.00  SUSTAINABILITY + SERVICING 

 

The building will be constructed from low VOC, sustainable materials taking advantage of modern 

methods creating a highly insulated airtight construction, which in turn will reduce the energy needs of 

the building.  

 

The building has been designed with sustainability at the heart of the project with the structure formed 

from an oversized timber structure to the new build element incorporating “super insulation” throughout 

ensuring that cold bridging is removed from every junction with airtight sealing to the internal to surpass 

airtightness standards. 

The mixture of the above provides a highly sustainable envelope for the building Which will require very 

low energy consumption, it is proposed that the building will be served by a low energy electric heating 

system supporting the central multi fuel stove. 
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Both E-Vehicle + E-Bike charging points will be installed as a main feature ensuring that future 

technologies + growing markets are pre-catered for. Wi-Fi connections will also be installed to ensure 

high speed internet is available as standard. 

As previously noted it is proposed to finish the new access driveway in a fully permeable surface to 

encourage SUDS + also ensure that the surrounding visual area is not impacted. 

 

All foul water drainage will be made to a new water treatment unit serving the dwelling with outfall to 

SEPA approval. 

 

All surface water drainage will be sustainably disposed via land drainage in a controlled manner. 

 

The site will be served by a public water supply  + electric connections serving both heating + hot water. 

 

 


